(“SOLVING SPACEX ENIGMA”); (“SOLVING SPACEX-FALCON-HEAVY ENIGMA”)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBA7su98v3Y

SpaceX: Falcon Heavy - Full Launch

What we are looking at as “Space-X Falcon-Heavy is 3 huge-empty-aluminum-tubes”, each
with around 10 tons of fuel to fly it out of sight (20-40 miles) to dump into the ocean. WHY?
Answer: billions of dollars plundered and laundered with these empty-tube-rocket-launches
going nowhere; a colossal scam which began with the Apollos in 1960, and has continued
to this day, plundering today’s equivalent of trillions of $$$ in the names of space programs,
missile defense systems, satellites, and more: https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/11/29/472898/#comment-696581
Also, click on, or copy-paste link in browser, for ample proofs showing that Apollos, etc. were fakes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duF8h6k1Zxg&lc=UgzArfou7-8YRkdHl6t4AaABAg
Additionally, below SpaceX-data-table, standing alone, provides irrefutable proof that the February
6, 2018, “SpaceX-Falcon-Heavy-Rocket was a fraud”. Below is the explanation of the data-table,
and how you can personally extrapolate the same numbers, and reach the same conclusion/s:
The numbers in the first three columns list launch data, as displayed on top-right of launch video.
The 4th column (Previous+ added altitude) shows the previously “should-have-gained-altitude” plus
the additional altitude which Falcon should have gained, based on the speed shown in the second
column. The “added-altitude” numbers are obtained based on the average speed between the two
time-intervals, for instance, 13.5-kilometer additional altitude, which should have been gained
during the 30 seconds, between 1-1:30 minutes into launch, is derived as follows:
1,100 + 2,131 = 3,231 / 2 = 1,615 (average kmh)/60=27 (km per minute)/2= 13.5 km per ½ minute.
The 5th column shows what the total altitude should be based on, namely on the newly added
altitude plus the previous “should-be-altitude”, such as the below (9+13.5=22.5).
The 6th column is the repeated 3rd column for easy side-by-side comparison of deviations.
As seen in the data-table, after the first minute, the displayed altitude begins to vary from the
“should-be-altitude” while rapidly falling short of it. I believe this to be because once the rocket is
out of sight, after the first minute, they begin to fake its speed (around 100-fold), however, for
many reasons they appear to fake the altitude at the much lower rate of around four times, so that
the rocket at its displayed apogee of 178 km, is probably no higher than 45 km. At that point the
remainder of the main empty rocket was dumped into the ocean, although they usually claim to
successfully land it on a drone-barge, while usually displaying fake landings! The two-empty rocketboosters evidently fake-landed near the launch site; faked, or real, “the boosters” visibly fell
straight down from a very low altitude, as seen in the 3rd minute of the first above video:

Conclusion: considering the extreme data variance, between the should-be-altitude of
1,351 km and the displayed/claimed altitude of 178 km (at minute 8), the launch data had
to have been faked, therefore, the entire rocket had to have been faked [a staged emptyaluminum-tubes-imitation-rocket, as described above]. This is further supported with
Falcon’s own displayed data, that it never went above 178 km, despite which some people
believe that a Flying-Tesla is now on its way to Mars, and despite the fact that once the
flying-Tesla was shown, supposedly heading for Mars, it had no more rocket propulsion,
thus having to fall back to earth, which all rockets do, even those flying to 4,500 km
altitude (the latest North Korean Rocket): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HOrUSN8UMR4 ALSO:
SpaceX endorsed its fakeries proved here, by eliminating telemetry in its 2/22/18 launch,
hours after the original of this article posted: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duF8h6k1Zxg&lc=UgzsWe5HRidXPw0-Cxt4AaABAg

SPACEX-FALCON-HEAVY extrapolated data proves Falcon must have been a fake rocket:
(NOTICE: MOST NUMBERS ARE ROUNDED)
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178 km = 111 miles = displayed apogee (i.e.: Highest claimed altitude of Falcon-Heavy).
No one claimed Falcon-Heavy flew higher than 178 km, either in displayed data, or in hours
of live broadcast, therefore, it didn’t go any higher, and must have fallen back to earth,
and the claims that it continued to fly to Mars [obviously without propulsion] must have
been a fabricated hoax, and further verified with the fact that despite hours of the FlyingTesla’s supposedly live TV-broadcast, no telemetry data was transmitted, because none
existed, since Falcon had dipped into ocean shortly after launch! 2/22/18 SpaceX launch
also visibly terminated in 3 minutes, at low altitude: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4t9_xJr4o4

SpaceX-DRAGON-2 proves that “SpaceX-Falcon-Heavy is fake”: in a suspended
hover-test: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07Pm8ZY0XJI DRAGON-2 deployed 33,000
lbf (thrust-force) to barely raise its 13,000 lb for 5 seconds, by delivering a
(33/13=2.5=TWR) which could not lift it off the ground in a launch-test! Thereafter,
DRAGON-2 actual flight-test had to deploy its full-thrust-force of 120,000 lbf,
delivering a TWR=9 (120/13=9), thus proving that SpaceX-Falcon-Heavy, with a
claimed TWR=1.5, could not lift off even one inch, and that it must have been faked
as disclosed herein! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_FXVjf46T8
Blue Origin: https://www.blueorigin.com/, based on its preliminary data, appears to be
a real rocket, contrary to the fakeness of SpaceX: with full-thrust-force of 550,000 lbf
=250,000 kgf; Max-weight=34,000 kg; thus: Thrust-Weight-Ratio=250,000 / 34,000
=7.3=TWR; Surprisingly however, Blue Origin also intends to service a fake ISS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3TE0CAXq_k. Both above flight-tests were launched within the
(“Safe-Thrust-Weight-Ratio-Zone”): https://c2.staticflickr.com/2/1543/24987901514_fee22b5f7c_o.jpg

Selected related materials proving SpaceX-Falcon-Heavy frauds, can
be reached by clicking on, or copy-pasting, below links into browser:

“Probable Torrance day-laborers as Falcon cheerleaders” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uv-Xth_aEtM
“Air-bubbles around Flying-Tesla-in-space” [in pool] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sUXKRL0iq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ueKXD1Bbd8&lc=Ugwc3HdaOTBt1-9TT2V4AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULGi3UkgW30&lc=UgwQjjpYihqV_itpXj94AaABAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ueKXD1Bbd8&lc=Ugwc3HdaOTBt1-9TT2V4AaABAg.8cL6rDJOWEd8cZ-TB7ULet

EARTH ORBITS, ZERO-G, WEIGHTLESSNESS, SPACE-VACCUM, never existed; All
such “claimed natural phenomena” were faked by NASA in the 1960s to engineer
their Apollo frauds, and all their space-related frauds thereafter, including missiledefense and satellites, with which $trillions$ have been plundered & laundered from
the public. To further its schemes, NASA also invented inter-planetary injection
corridors, orbits, and highways, plus many other hoaxes, such as these selected few:
http://ccar.colorado.edu/asen5050/projects/projects_2012/gonzalez/index.htm
http://hopsblog-hop.blogspot.com/2015/04/potholes-on-interplanetary-superhighway.html
http://slideplayer.com/slide/7763825/25/images/8/Generated+by+Stable+&+Unstable+Manifolds+of+Unstable+Libration+Orbits.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-E0NC7C9BATI/VSFyWoT5jtI/AAAAAAAAA4s/J-6RXBTzixY/s1600/Screen%2BShot%2B2015-04-05%2Bat%2B10.33.05%2BAM.png

(“[Fake] Apollo Flight Journals”) https://history.nasa.gov/afj/launchwindow/lw1.html
However, before NASA's invention of the above fake phenomena, NASA flew reflectiveballoons (as satellites) in 1,500-5,000 km altitude: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBUXLmLzxxg
NASA fakeries built upon 400-year old Newtonian theories:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6RB98w69Uc (“GRAVITY PROVEN FALSE in 2 minutes!”)
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=issac+newton+frauds (“Isaac Newton Frauds”)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwvjPPOR3IM (“Imitation Apollo: an empty-tube-rocket”)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6RQ3ia3h4c (“Apollo Radio Transmissions Impossible”)
(“Rocket Propulsion in Vacuum is Impossible”): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WOxhub1Aw20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duF8h6k1Zxg&lc=Ugz-eXPgD0Gse_o4fLB4AaABAg
https://history.nasa.gov/afj/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duF8h6k1Zxg&lc=UgzArfou7-8YRkdHl6t4AaABAg.8a_m6cO1C5j8aoDqOJF9PD

ISS needs tons of pressurizing air daily; (“Contradictory ISS Oxygen-Supply proves fakery”):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aRpquuToJgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJmLSIJ2YwY
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